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How to fix soundbar to wall

Day by day, our TV's are becoming thinner and thinner leaving little room for better sounding speakers. Our TV's nowadays, have speakers that are simply unable to reproduce the same quality sound as that of the source.So, a soundbar is the favorite option to TV viewing now. A sound bar makes your TV package a whole lot better and complete. It is also trending in the market.
It is more convenient than a home theatre since it is less costly, takes up less space and overall reduces wire clutter. But at the same time gives you the fullest sound.After buying a soundbar, you can mount it on the wall or you can just simply place it under your TV on the shelf. But it is quite common to mount the soundbar on the wall. And it also looks stylish.Here's how you can
easily mount your soundbar on the wall:Most of the soundbars can be mounted on the wall when their TV is also mounted on the wall. Then, the soundbar has to be placed above or under the TV. But it is wise to place it under the TV. Then the sound will reach the listener uniformly and more indistinctly.And not only that, it makes the whole setup look a lot more elegant when
placed under the TV.Most of the sound bars may consist of keyhole slots so that they can be mounted on the walls easily.When your TV is mounted on the wall, it is usually placed on an articulated and well-formed bracket. These brackets may also offer an additional option of connecting a specialized bracket for the soundbar. It will make the two pieces always residing on the
same plane.Most of the soundbars are provided with a template for the hardware or a paper wall template to facilitate the wall mounting. It will allow you to find the right spot for the mounting. You can mark the point for attaching screw for the given wall mounts.a. When provided with the Wall Mount Guide, position the Guide against the surface of the wall. Level the Wall Mount
Guide. You have to mount the soundbar at least 5 cm or two inches below the TV if you happen to have your TV mounted on the wall also.b. Next, align the Center Line of the GUIDE with the center line of your TV when the soundbar is being mounted under it. Then, tape the Guide to the surface of the wall.Align the Center Line in the installation area's center line if you are
mounting on the wall to any other places except just below the TV. c. Push a sharpened tip of pencil or pen through the A-TYPE images' center. It is placed on each end of the Guide. You have to do this to mark the holes for the screws. Then remove the Guide.d. Next comes drilling. Use an appropriate drill size bit. Then with the help with a drill bit, cautiously drill a hole into the
wall at each marking for supporting screws.e. Push screws through all the Holder-Screw. The screw may or may not be provided. Then screw them firmly to a hole for support screw.f. Use two screws of specification M4 x L12. Use them to attach both of the Bracket and Wall Mounts to the soundbar's bottom. Align the holes on the brackets to the soundbar's bump.e. Double check
that the bracket-wall mounts' hanger part is placed behind the back of the soundbar.The right and left mounts differ in shapes. So, don't forget to place them in the right way.g. Hang the soundbar on the wall by holder screws. Then, you have to set it up with the attached bracket-wall. Insert the head of both holder screws into the bracket holes by tilting your soundbar slightly. You
have to make sure both the sides are fixed firmly. So, push the soundbar in the arrow's direction.h. Also, you will need to remove your TV before to install this bracket. Since basically, the soundbar mount attaches to the back of your TV and the TV mount. Also, make sure to remove the cables and wires of the TV cautiously before mounting the brackets of the soundbar. If you
follow these steps, be sure, you will be able to mount the soundbar on the wall in no time. Just quick reminder, this setup process is for vertical wall only. Also, ensure the wall's strength. Don't forget to turn off the unit and unplug it before you install. Before buying the Sound Bar for your TV or other digital need, you need to know which soundbar Will be good for you. Not only that
the Sound Bar should be according to the requirement you have, but it should be affordable for your pocket. MULTIPLE OPTIONS IN THE MARKET FOR SOUNDBAR First of all, you need to know that there are very options available on these things so you will not be feeling a lack of options. There are many brands which are very popular in making Sound Bar for your TV, and
you will be able to buy the product according to the requirement you have. When you are going to buy the Sound Bar for your TV, then you need to remember that the soundbar should have a different type of wall mounts to accommodate your need. Not only that it will allow you to Mount your soundbar to different places, but also it will add to your experience. Then the Sound Bar
made by Bose is one of the best. There are many models available from Yamaha which are also going to be available for your pocket. You need to Google best soundbar under 300, and you will find many of them. You need to to start mounting The Sound Bar to the wall by the dedicatedly made Sound Bar Mount came with the Sound Bar. When you install the soundbar Wall
mount to the wall, then you will be able to attach your soundbar to that mount. The soundbar brackets in that mount will be very good, so if you try to install your Sound Bar to that mount, then you will not feel any botheration. But before putting your Sound Bar to that mount on the wall, you need to make sure that the Mount is hardly attached to the wall. I think, if you try to install
your Wall mount under the TV, then it will appear more beautiful than the other. There is soundbar TV Mount available with the soundbar from different brands which will make your Sound Bar look very appealable to the viewer with the TV. Samsung Sound Bar Mount is one of the best in this regard which will guide you that how you will be able to install the amount with
effectiveness with your TV. It depends on you that if you want to Mount Sound Bar above the TV or you want to Mount Sound Bar below the TV. Different locations of the wall will not bother your sound bar but only how the Sound Bar appears to you. Make sure that you are using the wall which has the light color and will accommodate the color of the Sound Bar.   In our personal
experience, we have seen many people Buy the wall mounted Sound Bar but are unable to get the good looks from that because of bad mounting. HIDDEN WIRES ARE GOING TO ADD TO BEAUTY Now comes a question that when you will be able to install the Mount on the wall then, will the wires of the Sound Bar will be Apparent. If you will follow the guidelines, I have told
you and also the guidelines from the soundbar company that how you will be able to install the mount on the wall, then you will be able to rectify the problem of wire being Apparent. In my opinion, the famous brands Are selling different type of TV wall bracket with soundbar Which will make your requirement in this regard very easy and you will be able to use the Mount wherever
you want on the wall.   Remember that the soundbar in this article is only for TV attachment, but if you require to install the soundbar for any other digital device then you need to follow the guidelines regarding that I think I have told you everything about TV and soundbar wall mount and if you are confused about anything then you need to Google on the search engine Sound Bar
mounting bracket, and you will find many of the instructions to Mount your sound bar on the wall. You can choose TV Wall to mount with Sound Bar attachment, or you can buy any other short of Wall mount with your soundbar, but I will prefer that you only go for the Wall mount which came with the Sound Bar you chose according to the requirement you have. CONCLUSION Last
but not the least the reason I am recommending about Wall mount soundbar, because they are perfect for the TV users and even if you have got the good TV you will not get the good amount of sound from the speakers from TV, so you need to buy a good quality soundbar to accommodate your sound needs. how to fix samsung soundbar to wall. how to attach soundbar to wall
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